


26% of online shoppers have abandoned an order solely 
due to a “too long / complicated checkout process

The average large-sized e-commerce site can gain a 
35.26% increase in conversion rate though better 
checkout UX optimizations.

... need to offer a smoother checkout process with an 
easy payment process to increase conversions.

Payments serve as a “critical digital experience 
factor that directly influences customers’ 
likelihood of converting and returning, resulting 
in an enhanced focus on the role of payments in 
powering digital commerce experiences.
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The Problem: The Mobile Commerce Gap

Mobile eCommerce traffic (51%) during 
the 2018 holiday season surpassed 
desktop traffic (41%) for the first time. 
Yet sales from smartphones only made 
up 31% of total revenue.

How can we close this gap and drive 
more revenue?
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Target Audience
eCommerce merchants looking to:

Improve site (and 
customer) usability 
and checkout 
experience to 
increase mobile 
conversion rates

Offer additional 
payment options to 
enable consumers to 
pay with their 
preferred payment 
methods and in 
their local currency

Introduce new 
capabilities to reach 
Millennials, including 
the option to share 
payments

Streamline backend 
process of managing 
multiple payment 
vendors

Gain insights into 
which payment 
options to offer 
and where best to 
offer on the site 



Positioning Overview

Target eCommerce merchants

The Problem

The Solution

Unique Value

Braintree plus Insights is a global payments and optimization solution.

Reasons to Believe

The only all-in-one solution designed to deliver a friction-free, continuously-optimized 
mobile checkout experience that makes it easy for customers to buy.

Benefits

1. Enable customers to pay the way they want with the widest range of payment options.
2. Deliver the optimal payment experience with continuous testing through shared community insights.
3. Simplify payment management with a single, integrated solution.

Braintree plus Insights customers that have implemented the solution have experienced an average of 
8.17% average revenue lift (RPV lift) across all devices, all testing benefiting from the learnings from 
merchants across the world.

…who want to increase mobile conversions, decrease cart abandonments and grow sales,



Braintree plus Insights is the only all-in-one global payments 
solution designed to deliver a friction-free, optimized mobile 
checkout experience that makes it easy for customers to 
buy - enabling you to drive higher conversions and grow sales.

The Solution:



Enable customers to pay the way 
they want with the widest range of 
payment options

One solution. Many Preferences. 

• Sell to more people in more ways by allowing 
them to select their preferred payment 
option

• Easily integrate PayPal, Venmo (in the US), 
credit and debit cards, and popular digital 
wallets like Apple Pay

• Select from a suite of local and global 
payment types to accept payments from 
consumers across the globe



Deliver the optimal payment 
experience with continuous testing 
and shared community insights. 

Accelerated learning happens here. 

• Gain invaluable insights in proven optimization 
practices from a community of industry peers involved 
in the Mobile Optimization Initiative* - learn from your 
peers

• Leverage shared learnings from a collaborative, 
community-based testing approach that gives you 
deeper, more accurate data you can trust

• Easily conduct advanced tests with free, customized 
optimization experiments proven to deliver results. 
Participants have seen an average revenue per visitor 
(RPV) lift of 8.17%.

• Includes:

• 2 months free testing

• 120+ prebuilt optimization experiments 

• Full support from dedicated CRO experts



Simplify payment management 
with a single, integrated solution.

Cross border. Integrated. 

• Complete, modern solution for all your 
payment needs

• Streamline your gateway management process

• Access transaction data and key insights all in 
one place



About Insights

Insights is part of the Mobile Optimization Initiative - a collaboration between 
Magento, PayPal, and HiConversion - which enables merchants to access shared 
insights from a community of peers on proven strategies for increasing mobile 
conversions and growing sales. Merchants can try customized checkout 
experiments on their sites and gain invaluable insights into optimization practices 
that will likely work for them based on the results of similar participants. 




